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Subject: Housing Triage Service – Quality Assurance Dip Sampling  

1. Synopsis 

1.1 This report provides an update to the Housing Scrutiny Committee about this review. 

2. Recommendations 

2.1 That the report be received. 

3. Background 

3.1 In January 2021, the Housing Scrutiny Committee started their review of the Housing Triage and 

Enquiries Service. The SID was agreed by the committee on 12/01/21 and evidence was submitted 

to the committee on 02/03/21. This initial evidence focused on explanations of the duties of the 

Triage Service and Enquires Service. 

3.2 This report provides an update to the committee on Quality Assurance Dip Sampling that the Triage 
Team have been carrying out since December 2021, to help assess the quality of the service. 

 
4.0 End of call surveys 
 
4.1 All calls to the 5300 telephone number are recorded and can be listened to at a later date. From 

December onwards, 10 calls per month have been pulled at random and assigned to a Tenancy 
Services manager to audit. Managers assess the quality of the advice given against a set of 
questions, with an overall % score allocated to each call. This work now forms part of the core 
monitoring for Tenancy Services and is reported in the monthly Performance management Meeting, 
chaired by the Head of Service.  

4.2 Feedback is used to inform both the service development and training plans for the team moving 
forwards, as well as to provide constructive feedback and enable performance management of 
individual officers within the team.   



 
4.3 To note, there is always a manager on duty sitting alongside the officers in the triage team. Part of 

their role is to listen to calls ‘in real time’ and provide coaching and support to staff as needed. 
Where it is apparent that a call is proving challenging, managers will intervene and where necessary 
will take over the call. In these circumstances, officers will be given feedback on where things went 
wrong after the call is ended. Additionally, managers will always listen back to calls as part of any 
response to a complaint.  The triage team work full time in the office in order to enable this 
support; which was much more difficult to provide while staff were working from home during the 
pandemic. 

 
4.4 The template auditing worksheet can be found at appendix 1. 
 
5.0  Summary of results  
 

Score 90% or higher  Achieving target – green  
Score 80% to 89% Approaching target – more training needed  
Score 0% to 79%  Underperformance  

 

Month  Area  Score  % achieved  

Dec-21 

Greeting  104.0 87% 

Handle contact  160.5 89% 

Solution info  78.0 87% 

Transaction info  112.5 94% 

Hold & Transfer  60.0 100% 

Notification  15.0 50% 

End call  52.5 88% 

Soft skills  185.0 88% 

Total  767.5 88% 

        

Jan-22 

Greeting  105.0 88% 

Handle contact  154.5 86% 

Solution info  79.5 88% 

Transaction info  112.5 94% 

Hold & Transfer  60.0 100% 

Notification  21.0 70% 

End call  58.5 98% 

Soft skills  198.0 94% 

Total  789 91% 

        

Feb-22 

Greeting  108.0 90% 

Handle contact  174.0 97% 

Solution info  88.5 98% 

Transaction info  115.5 96% 

Hold & Transfer  60.0 100% 

Notification  24.0 80% 

End call  58.5 98% 

Soft skills  203.0 97% 

Total  831.5 96% 
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Analysis  
 

Area Observation Any action required  
Greeting  Officers are not using a set script when answering hence 

some discrepancies in greetings   
Basic greeting script to be used at all times: ‘Good 
morning/afternoon Islington Council Tenancy Services team, 
(name) speaking how can I help?   

Handle 
contact  

In general, staff are dealing with GDPR and verification 
well, always checking who they are speaking with  
 
Some opportunities to capture / verify emails or tel 
numbers missed, but in general this is because to ask these 
questions would go against the ‘flow’ of the call / were not 
relevant to the call in question 

 
 
 
 
 

Solution info Month on month improvement in this area, which is the 
‘bread and butter’ of the service, reflecting ongoing training 
the team has been receiving 
 
Officers generally ask relevant questions and provide 
accurate information / solutions but it is noted (perhaps 
unsurprisingly) that more complex calls score less strongly 
here, (ie weakest scores here are in ASB calls) reflecting 
less confidence from team in responding to more complex 
issues  
 
Officers need to take a believing approach to all calls, but 
must be appropriately boundaried and careful not to appear 
to ‘confirm’ ASB is happening based purely on the caller’s 
info. In one call, the officer appeared to ‘collude’ with a 
caller who was being derogatory about their neighbour – 
we must remain objective until full facts are known and 
must never appear to endorse derogatory comments. Doing 
so is unprofessional and can inadvertently exacerbate, for 
example, a neighbour dispute (‘the council agreed you were 
doing x,y,z’).     
 
Response to DVA calls is hearteningly positive, likely due to 
the extensive training the team have received, and the DVA 
quick risk assessment officers are using.  
 

Ongoing training programme for team  
 
Shadowing opportunities to be created where capacity allows  
 
Responding better to ASB calls is a key objective for the team for 
22/23. Actions will include: 

- Quick risk assessment (reflecting the DVA QRA)  
- Training around responding to low level ASB at ‘first 

touch’ (ie not passing through) 
- Training from experienced ASB staff on what to look out 

for when listening to ASB calls and how best to respond – 
development of easy to follow training resources for the 
team on ASB   

 
Specific feedback to the officer in question on what happened in 
this call and where it could have been improved  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ongoing focus on DVA, ensuring that all new staff quickly 
receive the level of training we expect in this critical area  
 
 



Some great signposting in evidence – including to support 
services where a caller reported feeling depressed / low  
 

From April 2022/23 all Tenancy Officers are required to produce 
a quarterly case study that sets out how they have assisted and 
supported a resident with their issue – to be used as a learning 
tool for others. This call would have made a good case study.  
 

Transaction 
info  

Officers are generally good at updating the system with the 
caller info, this is linked to the fact we have a triage form 
that officers complete and add to the system when logging 
their work 
 
Again, on more complex calls, some officers appear less 
confident about advising what will happen next (beyond 
informing the caller that they will get a call back).   
 
 
 
Fantastic, personalised solution given to a disabled caller 
regarding his parking issue – officer gave her name and 
arranged to personally collect the necessary documentation 
from the caller later that day.   Caller was very happy with 
the customer service he received.  

 
 
 
 
 
As above, in-depth training and shadowing on key areas where 
complexity (ASB & DVA) to continue into 2022 / 23 
 
Development of simple guides and training resources for the 
team on these key areas to be developed  
 
Where such personalised transactions can be arranged, this is to 
be encouraged 

Hold and 
transfer  

No issues identified in this area – officers are generally 
polite and explain what is happening when asking a caller 
to hold or when transferring.  

 

Notification  Contact reference numbers are not being provided 
consistently  

Staff will be reminded to provide the contact reference number 
in 100% of cases where this is appropriate  

End call  Generally good performance in this area – no concerns 
identified  

 

Soft skills  Officers generally score well in this area, appearing 
customer focussed, sensitive and able to adapt their 
responses to the caller, including where they demonstrate 
vulnerabilities.  
 
Very pleased to see little to no use of jargon by the team, 
officers generally are using plain English and explaining 
anything more complex clearly  
 
Sometimes during a challenging call, officers can appear to 
get flustered which can then affect their responses. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Where capacity allows, officers who have had a difficult call are 
encouraged to step away from their desk and take time for their 
wellbeing  



General 
observations  

Failure demand in other parts of the council (including but 
not limited to Tenancy Services) is in evidence; HTS staff 
can do little to address this as the solutions callers are 
seeking sit outside their direct control  
 
 
 
 
 
It is noticeable that callers do contact 5300 when they 
cannot get through on other lines or to teams where there 
is not a single point of access in operation.  
 
It was heartening that some star performers have emerged 
from this audit who have consistently scored 100% on all 
their calls. Some weaker performers have also been 
identified, one of whom has now left the service.  
 

From a Tenancy perspective, it is essential that we address poor 
performance on call backs; i.e. where a caller has been promised 
a returned call, this must happen within 24 hours. Reporting on 
this KPI has not been possible to date, but this is being 
addressed and data will be available on call back performance 
from April. Failure to call people back when we say we will is the 
primary source of caller frustration that is noted through these 
calls.  
 
Other teams and services to ensure that they have adequate 
systems in place to manage their demand directly.  
 
 
Approach to recognition and reward for consistently high 
performing staff who demonstrate excellent standards of work at 
all times, in what is a challenging and high pressure 
environment. Weaker performers to be supported with training 
and development opportunities as part of their wider 
performance management.  

 
 
 
 
 
Report author: Helena Stephenson, Head of Housing Partnerships  
E-mail:Helena.stephenson@islington.gov.uk 



 

Appendix 1 – template auditing worksheet  

 

Name

Officer

Date

Greeting Met Partially Met Not Met N/A

1 Did the officer say thank you for calling or apply a local greeting?

2 Did the officer mention the council's name?

3 Did the officer mention his/ her name?

4 Has GDPR been checked and customer verification been completed?

Handle Contact

5 Did the officer ask for / confirm the caller's name?

6 Did the officer ask for/ confirm the caller's company Name?

7 Did the officer ask for / confirm the caller's telephone number and/ or e-mail address?

8 Did the officer note any Vulnerabilities or Equalities issues

9 Did the officer correctly identify the nature of the call

10 Did the officer miss an opportunity to resolve the issue, without referring

Solution information

11 Did the officer use effective questioning skills?

12 Was the most appropriate solution offered to meet the caller's needs?

13 Did the officer answer the questions correctly?

Transaction information

14 Self serve alternatives promoted?

15 Customer informed what action would be taken/ what would happen next?

16 All relevent systems updated?

17 Agreed procedures/protocols followed?

Hold and Transfer Procedure

18 Did the agent follow the correct procedures for placing a customer on hold?

19 Did the agent follow the correct procedures for transferring a call?

Notifications

20 Did the officer offer/ advise the contact reference number?

End call/Corporate Close

21 Did the officer offer assistance at the end of the call?

22 Did the officer close the call in an appropriate manner?

Soft skills

23 Use of Customer Name/ appropriate greeting?

24 Did the officer demonstrate active listening?

25 Did the officer use a professional tone/ sound friendly, polite and welcoming?

26 Did the officer not interrupt/ talk over the customer/ use positive language?

27 Did the officer avoid long silences during the call?

28 Did the officer refrain from using jargon throughout the call?

29 Did the officer adapt to the customer?

87

Total 0

Percent call quality score 0%

Call Monitoring Completed

0

General Calls

Domestic Violence Abuse 

Antisocial Behavior

What worked well and what could be improved and how 

improvements can be made. 

Housing Triage Call Monitoring Form Call Summary - Homes and Communities
Summary of the enquiry :- 

Call Analysis / Officer Feedback 


